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Abstract—In disruption tolerant networks (DTNs), selfish or malicious nodes may drop received packets. Such routing misbehavior
reduces the packet delivery ratio and wastes system resources such
as power and bandwidth. Although techniques have been proposed
to mitigate routing misbehavior in mobile ad hoc networks, they
cannot be directly applied to DTNs because of the intermittent connectivity between nodes. To address the problem, we propose a distributed scheme to detect packet dropping in DTNs. In our scheme,
a node is required to keep a few signed contact records of its previous contacts, based on which the next contacted node can detect
if the node has dropped any packet. Since misbehaving nodes may
misreport their contact records to avoid being detected, a small
part of each contact record is disseminated to a certain number of
witness nodes, which can collect appropriate contact records and
detect the misbehaving nodes. We also propose a scheme to mitigate routing misbehavior by limiting the number of packets forwarded to the misbehaving nodes. Trace-driven simulations show
that our solutions are efficient and can effectively mitigate routing
misbehavior.
Index Terms—Detection, disruption tolerant networks, mitigation, routing misbehavior, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

ISRUPTION tolerant networks (DTNs) [1]–[3] exploit
the intermittent connectivity between mobile nodes to
transfer data. Due to a lack of consistent connectivity, two nodes
exchange data only when they move into the transmission range
of each other (which is called a contact between them). Thus,
DTN routing usually follows “store-carry-forward;” i.e., when
a node receives some packets, it stores these packets in its
buffer, carries them around until it contacts another node, and
then forwards the packet.
In DTNs, a node may misbehave by dropping packets even
when it has sufficient buffers. Routing misbehavior can be
caused by selfish nodes that are unwilling to spend resources
such as power and buffer on forwarding packets of others, or
caused by malicious nodes that drop packets to launch attacks.
Routing misbehavior will significantly reduce the packet delivery ratio and waste the resources of the mobile nodes that
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Fig. 1. Effects of routing misbehavior when SimBet and Delegation are used
as the routing algorithms.

have carried and forwarded the dropped packets. To demonstrate this, we simulate the effects of routing misbehavior in two
popular DTN routing algorithms, SimBet [4] and Delegation [5]
based on the Reality trace [6]. SimBet is a forwarding-based
algorithm where a packet only has one replica. Delegation is
a replication-based algorithm where a packet may have multiple replicas. As shown in Fig. 1, when 30% of the nodes with
higher connectivity are misbehaving, SimBet only delivers 3%
of the packets whereas Delegation only delivers 40%. Moreover, 95% of the transmissions in SimBet and 80% in Delegation are wasted since the packets are finally dropped by misbehaving nodes. Although Burgess et al. [7] studied the effects
of packet dropping on packet delivery ratio, they did not consider the wasted transmission (bandwidth) caused by dropping.
Therefore, it is extremely important to detect packet dropping
and mitigate routing misbehavior in DTNs.
Routing misbehavior has been widely studied in mobile ad
hoc networks [8]–[12]. These works use neighborhood monitoring [8]–[10] or acknowledgement (ACK) [11], [12] to detect
packet dropping, and avoid the misbehaving nodes in path selection. However, they do not consider the intermittent connectivity in DTNs and cannot be directly applied to DTNs.
In this paper, we address routing misbehavior in DTNs by
answering two questions: how to detect packet dropping and
how to limit the traffic flowing to the misbehaving nodes. We
first propose a scheme which detects packet dropping in a distributed manner. In this scheme, a node is required to keep previous signed contact records such as the buffered packets and
the packets sent or received, and report them to the next contact
node which can detect if the node has dropped packets based
on the reported records. Misbehaving nodes may falsify some
records to avoid being detected, but this will violate some consistency rules. To detect such inconsistency, a small part of each
contact record is disseminated to some selected nodes which can
collect appropriate contact records and detect the misbehaving
nodes with certain probability. Then we propose a scheme to
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mitigate routing misbehavior by limiting the number of packets
forwarded to the misbehaving nodes.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews related
work. Section III introduces our network and security models.
Sections IV–VI present the packet dropping detection scheme
and analyze its security as well as cost. Section VII presents the
routing misbehavior mitigation scheme. Section VIII evaluates
of the performance of our solutions. Section IX concludes the
paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In mobile ad hoc networks, much work has been done to detect packet dropping and mitigate routing misbehavior. To detect packet dropping, Marti et al. [8] proposed watchdog-based
solutions in which the sending node operates in promiscuous
mode and overhears the medium to check if the packet is really
sent out by its neighbor. Some follow-up works [9], [10] have
used this neighborhood monitoring approach to detect packet
dropping. However, neighborhood monitoring relies on a connected link between the sender and its neighbor, which most
likely will not exist in DTNs. In DTNs, a node may move away
right after forwarding the packet to its neighbor, and thus cannot
overhear if the neighbor forwards the packet.
Another line of work uses the acknowledgement (ACK)
packet [11]–[13] sent from the downstream node along the
routing path to confirm if the packet has been forwarded by the
next hop. Liu et al. [11] proposed a 2ACK scheme in which
the sending node waits for an ACK from the next hop of its
neighbor to confirm that the neighbor has forwarded the data
packet. However, this technique is vulnerable to collusions,
i.e., the neighbor can forward the packet to a colluder which
drops the packet. Although end-to-end ACK schemes [13] are
resistant to such colluding attacks, the ACK packets may be lost
due to the opportunistic data delivery in DTNs. Moreover, in
routing protocols [2], [5], [14] where each packet has multiple
replicas, it is difficult for the source to verify which replica is
acknowledged since there is no persistent routing path between
the source and destination in DTNs.
To mitigate routing misbehavior, existing works [8], [11],
[13] in mobile ad hoc networks reduce the traffic flowing to the
misbehaving nodes by avoiding them in path selection. However, they cannot be directly applied to DTNs due to the lack of
persistent path.
In DTNs, one serious routing misbehavior is the black hole
attack, in which a black hole node advertises itself as a perfect
relay for all destinations, but drops the packets received from
others. Li et al. [15] proposed an approach that prevents the
forgery of routing metrics. However, if the black hole node indeed has a good routing metric for many destinations, their approach will not work, but our approach still works by limiting
the number of packets forwarded to the black hole node. Another related attack is the wormhole attack, which has been recently addressed by Ren et al. [16].
To address selfish behaviors, Shevade et al. proposed a
gaming-based approach [17] and Chen et al. [18] proposed
a credit-based approach which provide incentives for selfish
nodes to forward packets. Li et al. [19], [20] proposed a social
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selfishness aware routing algorithm to allow user selfishness
and provide better routing performance in an efficient way.
Our work is complementary since besides dealing with selfish
routing we also consider the misbehavior of malicious nodes
whose goal is not to maximize their own benefits but to launch
attacks.
Our solution has some similarity with previous work (e.g.,
[21]) on detecting node clone attacks in sensor networks, since
both detect the attacker by identifying some inconsistency.
However, our work relies on a different kind of inconsistency
in DTNs, and DTNs do not have the reliable link connection
used in existing solutions for node clone attacks.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. Network and Routing Model
Similar to many other works (e.g., [2], [22]), we assume each
node has two separate buffers. One has unlimited space and is
used to store its own packets; the other one has limited space
and is used to store packets received from other nodes.
We assume the network is loosely synchronized; i.e., any two
nodes should be in the same time slot at any time. Since the
intercontact time is usually at the scale of minutes or hours, the
time slot can be at the scale of one minute. Thus, such loose time
synchronization is not hard to achieve.
B. Security Model
There are two types of nodes: misbehaving nodes and normal
nodes. A misbehaving node drops the received packets even if
it has available buffers,1 but it does not drop its own packets.
It may also drop the control messages of our detection scheme.
We assume a small number of misbehaving nodes may collude
to avoid being detected, and they may synchronize their actions
via out-band communication channels. A normal node may drop
packets when its buffer overflows, but it follows our protocol.
In some DTN applications, each packet has a certain lifetime,
and then expired packets should be dropped whether or not there
is buffer space. Such dropping can be identified if the expiration
time of the packet is signed by the source. Such dropping is
not a misbehavior, and will not be considered in the following
presentations.
We assume a public-key authentication service is available.
For example, hierarchical identity-based cryptography [23] has
been shown to be practical in DTNs [24]. In identity-based authentication, only the offline trusted private key generator can
generate a public/private key pair, so a misbehaving node itself cannot forge node identifiers (e.g., to launch Sybil attacks).
Generally speaking, a node’s private key is only known by itself; however, colluding nodes may know each other’s private
key.
C. Overview of our Approach
Our approach consists of a packet dropping detection scheme
and a routing misbehavior mitigation scheme. Fig. 2(a) illustrates our basic approach for misbehavior detection. The mis1In the rest of this paper, when we mention “buffer” we mean the buffer that
is used to store the packets received from other nodes.
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Fig. 2. Overview of our approach. (a) Packet Dropping Detection Misbehaving node
(b) Misbehavior Mitigation.

behaving node [ in Fig. 2(a)] is required to generate a contact record during each contact and report its previous contact
records to the contacted node [ and
in Fig. 2(a)]. Based
on the reported contact records, the contacted node detects if
the misbehaving node has dropped packets. The misbehaving
node may misreport (i.e., report forged contact records) to hide
its misbehavior, but forged records cause inconsistencies which
make misreporting detectable. To detect misreporting, the contacted node also randomly selects a certain number of witness
nodes for the reported records and sends a summary of each reported record to them when it contacts them. The witness node
[ in Fig. 2(a)] that collects two inconsistent contact records
can detect the misreporting node.
Fig. 2(b) illustrates our approach for routing misbehavior mitigation. It reduces the data traffic that flows into misbehaving
nodes in two ways: 1) If a misbehaving node misreports, it will
be blacklisted (after the misreporting is detected) and will not
receive any packet from other nodes; 2) if it reports its contact records honestly, its dropping behavior can be monitored by
its contacted nodes, and it will receive much less packets from
them.
D. Terms and Notations
We use , , , etc. to denote a node, and use
or
to
denote a misbehaving node. We use
to denote a node’s
signature over the content in the bracket.
denotes a cryptographically strong hash function (e.g., SHA-1), and “ ” denotes
the concatenation operation.
IV. PACKET DROPPING DETECTION: A BASIC SCHEME
This section presents our basic packet dropping detection
scheme. We first introduce the basic idea and then describe
how to detect packet dropping and how to detect misreporting.
Collusions will not be considered in this section, and will be
addressed in Section V.
A. Basic Idea
When two nodes contact, they generate a contact record
which shows when this contact happens, which packets are in
their buffers before data exchange, and what packets they send

reports two forged contact records

and

which are inconsistent.

or receive during the data exchange. The record also includes
the unique sequence number that each of them assigns for
this contact. The record is signed by both nodes for integrity
protection.
A node is required to carry the record of its previous contact, and report the record to its next contacted node, which will
detect if it has dropped packets since the previous contact. We
illustrate this with an example shown in Fig. 3(a).
buffers
packet
before the contact with node
and it receives
from
in the contact. Such information is included in the contact record that
reports to its next contacted node
. From
the record
can deduce that
should still buffer
and
at the current time. If
has dropped
after the contact with
,
will detect the dropping when it exchanges the buffer
state with .
A misbehaving node may report a false record to hide the
dropping from being detected. However, misreporting will
result in inconsistent contact records generated by the misbehaving node. To detect misreporting, for each contact record
that a normal node generates with (or receives from) other
nodes, the normal node selects witness nodes and transmits
the record summary to them. The summary only includes a part
of the record necessary for detecting the inconsistency caused
by misreporting. With some probability, the summaries of two
inconsistent contact records will reach a common witness node
which will detect the misreporting node.
We use the example in Fig. 3(b) to show how misreporting
causes inconsistency and how it can be detected. After dropping
,
does not report the contact record with
to
, but it
dishonestly reports the contact record with
as the “previous”
record to
as if it did not contact . Based on this record
cannot detect the dropping of
. Since this record is reported
to both
and
,
has to assign the same sequence number
to the contact with
and
, which is one plus the sequence
number it assigned to the reported “previous” record. Since the
same sequence number should not be assigned to two different
contacts, the two records that
generates with
and
are
inconsistent. Suppose both
and
have selected
as the
witness node for their contact record. When
receives the
summaries of the two inconsistent records from
and
,
it will detect the misreporting of .
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Fig. 3. Examples of packet dropping detection and misreporting detection. In (b),
reports the same contact record to
and
, which violates consistency rules.
then it has to assign the same sequence number to the contact with

B. Contact Record and Record Summary
Suppose a contact happens between node
and
at time
. Without loss of generality, suppose
. Let
and
denote the vector of packets buffered by
and
before this
contact, respectively. Let
and
denote the identifiers
of the packets received by
and
during this contact, respectively. Then the record of this contact that
will store and
report is as follows:

(1)
and
are the sequence numbers assigned by
and
for this contact, respectively. A node assigns sequence number
1 to its first contact, and increases the number by one after each
contact. The sequence number is large enough (e.g., 32 bits) so
that a node will not use the same number twice. The summary
of this record is
(2)
The size of record summary is constant, no matter how many
packets are buffered before or exchanged during the contact.
Note that the record of this contact that
will store and report
is similar to that by
except that
is replaced with
.
If the two nodes contact each other several times without contacting any other node, the transactions in the second and later
contacts can be seen as an extension of the transaction of the
first contact. Then, only one record is generated in the first contact, and its
and the appropriate signature components are
updated in later contacts.
C. Packet Dropping Detection
In a contact, each of the two contacting nodes reports its previous contact record [see (1)] to the other node. In this contact,
the two nodes also exchange their current vector of buffered
packets (as a step of contact record generation). In this way, one
node knows the two sets of packets the other node buffers at the
beginning of the previous contact and the beginning of the current contact, which are denoted by
and
, respectively.
It also knows the two sets of packets the other node sends and
receives in the previous contact, which are denoted by
and
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and

as its “previous” record, and

, respectively. If forwarding-based routing is used, the other
node has dropped packets iff
(3)
If replication-based routing is used, the other node has dropped
packets iff
(4)
A misbehaving node may drop a packet but keep the packet
ID, pretending that it still buffers the packet. However, the next
contacted node may be a better relay for the dropped packet according to the routing protocol, which can be determined when
the two exchange the destination (included in packet ID) of the
buffered packets. In this case, the misbehaving node should forward the packet to the next contacted node, but it cannot since
it has dropped the packet. Thus, the next contacted node can
easily detect this misbehavior and will not forward packets to
this misbehaving node.
D. Misreporting Detection
Suppose a misbehaving node
has dropped some packets.
To hide the dropping from being detected by the next contacted
node,
will not report the true record of the previous contact.
However, when there is no collusion,
cannot modify the true
record since it is signed by the previous contacted node. Also,
cannot forge a contact record because it does not know the
private key of any other node. Thus, the only misreporting it
can perform is to replay an old record generated before the previous contact as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). This misreporting is referred to as replay-record. Note that other types of misreporting
are possible when collusions exist, and we will address them in
Section V.
1) Consistency Rules: There exist two simple rules which are
obeyed by normal nodes but violated by misreporting nodes:
• Rule 1: Use a unique sequence number in each contact.
• Rule 2: For two records signed by the same node, the record
with a smaller contact time also has a smaller sequence
number.
With replay-record, the misreporting node violates Rule 1
and/or Rule 2. In the example shown in Fig. 3(b),
replays the
record that it has reported to
when it contacts
, and it has
to assign the same sequence number (i.e., 11) for the contacts
with
and
, which means Rule 1 is violated. If
replays
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Fig. 4. Two colluding nodes
and
try to hide the dropping of packet
by forging a contact (via the out-band channel) and reporting the forged contact
has not received ,
has forrecord. The forged record may show that
to
, etc.
warded

an earlier record, the sequence number it assigns for the contact with
will be smaller than the number it assigns for the
contact with
, which means Rule 2 is violated. For a special
case where the misbehaving node does not report any previous
record pretending that it has not had any contact, every time it
does so, it has to claim that the current contact is its first contact
and assign 1 as its sequence number. Then, Rule 1 is violated.
2) Detection: To detect the inconsistency caused by misreporting, for each contact record generated and received in a contact, a node selects random nodes as the witness nodes of this
record, and transmits the summary of this record to them when
it contacts them. It selects the witness nodes from the nodes that
it has directly contacted. Here, the nodes contacted a long time
ago are not used since they may have left the network.
In this manner, each node can collect some record summaries
for which it is a witness. When it receives a new summary, it
checks the summary against the already collected summaries
signed by the same node to see if the signer has violated any
of the two consistency rules. If a violation is detected, it further
verifies the signatures included in the inconsistent summaries.
If the signature verification succeeds, the signer is detected as
misreporting.
3) Alarm: After detection, the witness node floods an alarm
(via Epidemic routing [25]) to all other nodes. The alarm includes the two inconsistent summaries. When a node receives
this alarm, it verifies the inconsistency between the included
summaries and the signature of the summaries. If the verification succeeds, this node adds the appropriate misreporting node
into a blacklist and will not send any packets to it. If the verification fails, the alarm is discarded and will not be further propagated. A misreporting node will be kept in the blacklist for a
certain time before being deleted.
V. DEALING WITH COLLUSIONS
This section extends the basic scheme presented in Section IV
to address the collusions among misbehaving nodes.
A. Misreporting With Collusion
Suppose a misbehaving node
drops a packet. If
reports the true record of its previous contact to the next contacted
(normal) node, the dropping can be detected. To hide the dropping,
can forge a contact with its colluder
after dropping
the packet, and report the falsified contact record to the next
contacted node, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Decision-tree based exploration of misreporting.

The two colluding nodes can hide the dropping in several
ways. We use a decision tree to describe the possible collusions,
as shown in Fig. 5. The following explanations are based on the
example shown in Fig. 4.
and
first need to decide if the forged record lists the
dropped packet as being buffered by . If not,
will tell
that it did not receive , and
cannot detect the dropping
of . This misreporting behavior is referred to as forge-buffer.
If the forged record lists as being buffered by , then to
hide the dropping, the forged record should also show that
has forwarded to
in a forged contact.
is safe to report
this record to
without being detected, but if
reports this
record to its next contacted (normal) node,
will be detected
as having dropped . Thus,
cannot report such a record.
There are two choices for
to avoid being detected. 1)
does not report any record to noncolluding nodes in the future.
Then, it has to keep inactive, e.g., turning off its wireless transmitter. This misreporting behavior is referred to as forge-inactive. 2)
keeps active and it reports a record of the forged contact to its next contacted node, but the record reported by
is
different from the one reported by . This means that
and
generate two different records for the same forged contact.
This misreporting behavior is referred to as forge-transaction.
In forge-transaction, two different records are generated for
the same forged contact. Thus, forge-transaction violates Rule 1
and can be detected by the basic scheme presented in Section IV.
In the following, we address other collusions.
B. Forge-Buffer
Forge-buffer can hide packet dropping because the normal
nodes contacted by the misbehaving node and its colluder
cannot see a long-enough contact history of them. To address
this problem, the basic scheme is extended such that each
node is required to report more than one previous record in
its contact. The number of records the node needs to report is
determined by its current report window.
Let
denote the number of colluding nodes. The
report window of a node includes the minimum number of its
most recent contacts so that it includes at least different nodes.
As shown in Fig. 6
, when contacting
, ’s report
window includes the contact with
and the contact with
since these two contacts are with two different nodes. However,
when contacting
, ’s report window includes the contact
with
and the two contacts with . Due to the opportunistic
nature of contacts, the average size of the report window is
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Fig. 6. Examples of report window when
. A node is required to report
the records of the contacts in its current report window to the next contacted
node.

usually close to . For the Reality DTN trace [6], the average
window size is 2.34 when
.
During a contact, the two contacting nodes exchange records
of the contacts in their report window. In this way, a node knows
more history information about the packets that the contacting
node buffers, sends and receives. Then it can detect if the other
node has dropped packets during the report window similar to
that in the basic scheme (see Section IV-C). Since the contacts
in a report window happen successively, a node does not need
to report the vector of its buffered packets in the intermediate
contacts of the window, which can reduce the communication
cost.
In forge-buffer, since the misreporting node is required to report the recent records with at least distinct nodes but it only
has
colluders, the record of its previous real contact has
to be reported. Then it is trivial for the contacted node to detect
the packet dropping, and forge-buffer fails.
C. Forge-Inactive
To address forge-inactive, a forwarding rule is added which
requires that packets can only be forwarded to an active node,
which is defined as the node that contacts at least different
nodes within the recent time interval
.2
To support the forwarding rule, each node maintains an activeness table which includes the active nodes it knows from
local knowledge. Each table entry has three elements, the identifier of an active node, the most recent time this active node has
proved to be active, and the activeness proof. The activeness
proof contains part of the active node’s most recent contact
records with different nodes. An entry expires when
has passed since the time given by the second element. Then
the entry is deleted and the active node is tagged as inactive.
The activeness of a node can be easily proved by the recent
contact records it reports to other nodes. During a contact one
node is supposed to be able to obtain the contacted node’s most
recent contact records with nodes. Based on these records, it
updates its activeness table entry for the contacted node. If it
has some packets to the contacted node, it forwards them only
when the contacted node is active. Even if the contacted node is
inactive, the two nodes still generate a record for this contact although the packet is not forwarded. This will help newly joined
nodes quickly accumulate contact records and quickly become
a packet forwarder.
The two nodes also check if anyone has broken the rule and
forwarded packets to inactive nodes. Suppose from the reported
contact records
knows that
has forwarded packets to node
2The packets destined to a node which can only contact
can still be delivered to it.

other nodes
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. If
is not active from the local knowledge of , then
should show
the activeness proof of
. If
cannot
provide a valid proof,
knows that
has invalidly forwarded
packets to an inactive node, and it adds
into the blacklist.
In forge-inactive,
becomes inactive after the forged contact. Although
can still “forward” packets to
within the
next
, it cannot continue to do so after
due to the
forwarding rule. Then forge-inactive becomes useless to .
The forwarding rule has a side effect: packets will not be forwarded to the nodes which are not able to contact more than
other nodes. Since these nodes’ forwarding capability cannot be
exploited, packet delivery ratio may be reduced. However, when
is small, these nodes have limited forwarding capability and
probably there are not too many of them. Thus, the side effect
on packet delivery ratio should be marginal.
D. Record and Summary Deletion
A node deletes the record that it generates in a contact after
the contact has been purged out of its report window, probably
after a few contacts. It deletes the records received from the contacted node right after this contact, since these received records
are only used to check if the contacted node has dropped packets
recently.
The witness node should keep its collected record summaries
for a long enough time to detect misreporting. For simplicity,
our scheme uses a time-to-live parameter
, which denotes
the time for the collected summaries to be stored before being
deleted.
In forge-inactive, the colluder
may become active again
after being inactive for some time, and then perform forge-transaction. If the inactive time is longer than
, this misreporting may not be detected, since the record reported by
which is inconsistent with the record reported by
may have
been deleted by the witness nodes. Considering this problem, a
witness node can keep the most recent record summaries generated by each inactive node even if these summaries have expired. The witness nodes that receive the summary of the record
reported by
will keep the summary and (with certain probability) detect the misreporting when
becomes active again.
E. Discussion
After
tells the next contacted node that it has forwarded
the dropped packet to the colluder
,
may tell its own
next contacted node that it has forwarded
to
or another
colluder
. This is equivalent to the case that
has dropped
and it wants to hide the dropping with the help of
or
.
Such fake forwarding can continue among the colluding nodes.
When only two nodes collude
, this phenomenon can
be easily detected with report window. Since the forged contacts
between the two colluding nodes are within their report window,
their next contacted node can detect that is forwarded backand-forth between the two colluding nodes.
However, the report window may not work when three or
more nodes collude because a report window may not include
all the colluding nodes in the chain of fake forwarding. A more
generic solution is needed. Since the number of colluders is limited and small, the chain of fake forwarding cannot extend forever and it will loop back. In the above example, suppose there
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are only three colluders. Then
will have to claim that it has
forwarded back to
or
. This means that at least one colluding node in the chain will “receive” twice or more. However, in most routing protocols a normal node will not receive
the same packet more than once. Therefore, repeated receiving
of the same packet can be used to detect such fake forwarding.
From the reported contact records, nodes can monitor each other
on the packets they have received, and raise an alarm when repeated receiving of the same packet is detected.
VI. ANALYSIS OF MISREPORTING DETECTION
In our scheme, a misreporting node can be detected when a
witness node receives two inconsistent summaries generated by
this misreporting node. Due to the opportunistic nature of DTN,
the detection is also opportunistic. In this section, we analyze the
probability of detection and the detection delay. We also analyze
the cost of the detection scheme.

Fig. 7. Numerical results on misreporting detection where 20% of nodes are
). (a) Detection probability when each misbehaving
misbehaving (i.e.,
node misreports once. (b) The minimum required to detect each misreporting
.
node with probability not less than 0.95 when

Then the probability that the first two conditions hold is given
by

A. Models and Notations
For simplicity, we base our analysis on the mobility models
such as Random Waypoint and Random Direction where the
contacts between node pairs can be modeled as i.i.d. Poisson
processes [26]. Then a node will encounter any other node in its
next contact with the same probability. Poisson contact model
has been experimentally validated by [27]–[29] to fit well to realistic DTN traces. In the analysis, we assume a node can disseminate a record summary to its selected witness nodes, and
the witness nodes store the summary for a long enough time.
Let denote the number of nodes in the network, and denote
the proportion of misbehaving nodes. Without loss of generality,
the following analysis considers forge-transaction in which misreporting node
and its colluder
generate two inconsistent
contact records and . reports to its next two contacted
nodes which constitute a set , and
reports
to its next two
contacted nodes which constitute a set .
For convenience, we define function
as the probability that two randomly and independently selected sets of
nodes with size and
have at least one common
node. It is trivial to get
.
B. Detection Probability
that a single misreporting
We first analyze the probability
instance can be detected. If overlaps with
and the overlapping node is a normal node, the attack can be detected by
the overlapping node. This probability is given by
. Since is usually large, it is negligible. In the
following, we consider the case where and do not overlap.
The detection succeeds when: 1) there is at least one normal
node in and ; 2) the normal nodes in and those in select
one or more common witness nodes for the two records; and
3) at least one common witness is a normal node. Obviously,
the three conditions hold independently. The probability that the
first two conditions hold depends on how many nodes in and
are normal. In the case that both the two nodes in
are
normal, the probability that they select a common witness for
is given by
, which is small since
. For
simplicity, in this case, we assume their selected witness nodes
do not overlap, i.e., they select
witness nodes for
.

Since the third condition holds with probability not smaller than
, the detection probability has a lower bound

Numerical results on
are shown in Fig. 7(a).
increases as
the number of witness nodes increases, and it is higher than
0.5 even when is smaller than the square root of .
If a high
is required,
is not very small. However, in
reality, it may not be necessary to detect each misreporting instance (which requires a high ). A misbehaving node needs
to drop packets many times to make a reasonable impact and
misreport many times to hide its misbehavior. A good-enough
security can be provided if the misbehaving node can be detected with a high probability after a reasonably small number of
misreporting instances. Suppose a misbehaving node launches
misreporting instances independently. Then the node will be
detected with probability
, which is much
higher than
when
. Given a certain required probability
(e.g., 0.95), we can find the minimum with which the misbehaving node can be detected with probability not less than
after it misreports for times. Fig. 7(b) shows the minimum
required to detect misbehaving nodes with probability not less
than 0.95 when different numbers of misreporting instance
can be tolerated. Basically, will be significantly reduced if
increases.
C. Detection Delay
is defined as the elapsed time from when
Detection delay
and
have been reported to the nodes in set and , respectively, to the time when the misreporting instance is detected by
a witness node. Detection delay is meaningful only when misreporting can be detected.
If a misreporting is detected, there is at least one witness node
which receives the summary of both
and
. When there
is only one such witness node, the detection delay is the time
needed for the summary of and
to be transmitted to this
witness node; when there are multiple witness nodes, detection
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delay is the time needed for the summary of
and
to be
transmitted to any of these witness nodes. Since the contact patterns between different node pairs are i.i.d., the expected delay
is longer in the former case. Let
denote the detection delay
in that case. We derive the expectation of
to obtain an upper
bound of the expected .
Let denote the Poisson contact rate. Then the cumulative
distribution function (cdf) of intercontact time between any
node pair is
. Since the witness node
receives the summary of
and
independently, the cdf of
is

and the probability density function (pdf) of

is
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of the contacting nodes transmits the two reported summaries
for at most times. Since only meta data is transmitted and
for very limited time, the communication overhead is low. The
storage cost mainly comes from the record summaries. Since
each summary only has around 100 bytes [see the setting in
Section VIII-D3 and equation (2)] and will be deleted later, the
storage cost is also low.
Algorithm 1 FP Update (run by

when it contacts

Require: The gauge list
that
Require: The nodes
in its report window
Require:
,

maintains form
contacted by

Require:
Then the expectation of

is

Now we have an upper bound for the expected detection delay

D. False Positive
Our misreporting detection scheme does not have false positive when detecting replay-record and forge-transaction. This
is because normal nodes do not violate any of the consistency
rules.
An attacker may spoof another normal node and insert new
inconsistent contact records or record summaries on behalf the
normal node, so that when the witness receives the inconsistent
record summaries it detects the normal node as a misreporting
attacker. However, in our scheme both contact record and record
summary are protected by the signature of the node that generates them. Since the attacker does not know the private key of
any normal node (as our assumption), it cannot forge a valid
contact record or record summary.
E. Cost
We analyze the computation cost per contact in terms of signature generations and verifications. In each contact, the two
nodes invocate six signature generations and verifications to
generate the contact record. The reported records require signature verifications in total (assuming one report window contains contacts). To enforce the forwarding rule, each node in
the worst case verifies
signatures (i.e.,
in total). Also, the
summary of each contact is disseminated to
witness nodes.
Note that the witness nodes verify the signatures of the summary
only when some violation is detected. If there is no misreporting
node, there is no signature verification. To sum up, each contact
requires 6 signature generations and at most
signature
verifications. This cost is low considering that signature verification is usually much faster than signature generation.
For the communication cost, in each contact, the buffer states
of the two nodes are exchanged, a few contact records are reported, and a few activeness proofs may be transmitted. Each

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

)

,

,

Delete the two oldest elements of
Insert
into
if
is the most-frequent element of
but not
itself then
Tag
as special
else
Tag
as plain
end if
if
has dropped packets in the report window then
end if
if
has received packets from a plain node
end if
if
has forwarded packets to a plain node

then

then

end if
if
else if

or

else
end if
VII. ROUTING MISBEHAVIOR MITIGATION

To mitigate routing misbehavior, we try to reduce the number
of packets sent to the misbehaving nodes. If a node is detected
to be misreporting, it should be blacklisted and should not receive packets from others. However, if a misbehaving node does
not misreport, we cannot simply blacklist it because it is dropping packets, since a normal node may also drop packets due to
buffer overflow. In the following, we focus on how to mitigate
routing misbehavior without affecting normal nodes too much
when misbehaving nodes do not misreport.
Our basic idea is to maintain a metric forwarding probability
(FP) for each node based on if the node has dropped, received
and forwarded packets in recent contacts, which can be derived
from its reported contact records. The nodes that frequently drop
packets but seldom forward packets will have a small FP and
will receive few packets from others. Our scheme borrows ideas
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from congestion control to update FP. More specifically, it combines additive increase, additive decrease, and multiplicative
decrease to differentiate misbehaving nodes from normal nodes.

from others and frequently drop them due to buffer overflow,
our scheme will reduce the amount of packets forwarded to
them, and thus relieve the congestion at these nodes.

A. FP Maintenance
Each node maintains an FP for every other node it has contacted based on the local knowledge obtained from previous
contacts, and updates the FP with new contacts. Let
denote the FP that node
maintains for . When
contacts
, it obtains the recent contact records of
which
are used to derive if
has dropped, received, and forwarded
packets in the report window. If
has dropped packets,
decreases by a multiplicative factor
. If
has not
dropped packets, there will be two subcases. If
has received
packets or forwarded packets out,
knows that
has contributed its buffer or bandwidth to the network, and it increases
by an additive amount
. If
has not received
or forwarded any packets, it can either be a misbehaving node or
a normal node. For security concerns,
conservatively takes
as misbehaving, and decreases by .
A misbehaving node may “forward” packets to or “receive”
packets from its colluder via the out-band channel, to deceive
its contacted nodes to increase the FP for it. To address this
problem, node
keeps a gauge list for every other node
it has contacted, which includes the nodes contacted by
that
observes in the recent contacts with
. If
frequently
launches the above collusion behavior, its colluder will appear
frequently in the gauge list. When
observes that
has forwarded (received) packets in the report window,
checks if
the packets are forwarded to (received from) the top
nodes
which appear most frequently in the gauge list. If this is true, it
is very likely that
has “forwarded” packets to (“received”
packets from) its colluder, and
will not increase the FP for
. Here, is the number of colluders. When is small, we use
.
The initial value of FP is recommended to be set smaller than
1, which means a node from the start does not fully trust other
nodes but it gradually builds the trust on them. We set the initial
FP as 0.6. Experimentally, we found out that a lower which
means a fast decrement, coupled with a low which means a
slow increment can result in good performances. We use
and
. The pseudocode of FP update is shown in
Algorithm 1.
B. Dealing With Packet Dropping
Suppose node
has selected a set of packets (according to
the routing algorithm) to forward to its contacted node
. Let
denote this set of packets. Then
forwards them with the
following policy:

Our scheme can effectively mitigate routing misbehavior,
since if a node is misbehaving and frequently drops packets, it
will be assigned a low FP by its contacted nodes and receive
few packets from them. Our scheme has the minimal (or no)
effect on the normal nodes that seldom or never drop packets.
For the “hot spot” normal nodes that receive many packets

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
A. Experiment Setup
We evaluate our solutions both on a synthetic trace generated
by the Random Waypoint (RWP) model [26] and on the MIT
Reality trace [6] collected from the real world.
In the synthetic trace, 97 nodes move in a 500 500 area with
the RWP model. The moving speed is randomly selected from
to simulate the speed of walking, and the transmission
range is 10 m to simulate that of Bluetooth. Each simulation
lasts
time units.
In the Reality trace, 97 phones are carried by students and
staff at MIT over 10 months. These phones run Bluetooth device
discovery every 5 min and log about 110 thousand contacts with
each other. Each logged contact includes the two contact parties,
the start-time, and the contact duration. We use these contacts
to generate trace-driven simulations.
In our simulations, misbehaving nodes are either randomly
deployed or selectively deployed . In the latter case, they are the
high-connectivity nodes which have the most frequent contacts
with others. Misbehaving nodes drop all or part of the packets
they receive from others. In default, each normal node generates
one packet (with size 10 KB) every day to a random destination.
A misbehaving node does not generate packets as done in [7]
and [15]. Each node has buffer size of 5 MB and bandwidth of
2 Mb/s. Results are averaged over 10 runs with different random
seeds.
B. Routing Algorithms
SimBet [4]: a forwarding-based routing algorithm. It calculates a metric using two social measures (similarity and betweenness), and a packet is forwarded to a node if that node
has higher metric than the current one.
Delegation [5]: a replication-based routing algorithm, where
the receiving node replicates the packet to a neighbor if the
neighbor has the highest utility it has seen. We use the contact
frequency with the destination as the utility metric.
C. Metrics
• Packet delivery ratio: The percentage of packets delivered to their destinations out of all generated packets.
• Number of wasted transmissions: In forwarding-based
routing, a transmission is wasted if the transmitted packet
is dropped by misbehaving nodes before reaching the
destination; in replication-based routing, a transmission is
wasted if it directly transmits a packet to a misbehaving
node that drops the packet. Here, we only count the wasted
packets dropped by routing misbehavior.
• Detection rate: The percentage of misreporting nodes detected by normal nodes.
• Detection delay: The time needed for misreporting to be
detected.
• Bytes transmitted per contact: The number of bytes
transmitted in a contact for control.
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Fig. 8. Comparison results when misbehaving nodes are selectively deployed to high-connectivity nodes which drop all received packets. The Reality trace is
used. (a) SimBet. (b) SimBet. (c) Delegation. (d) Delegation.

• Bytes stored per node: The number of bytes stored at a
node for control.
D. Experimental Results
We compare our scheme to two solutions: one is called
No-Defense, which does not deal with routing misbehavior;
the other one is the optimal scheme, which assumes that all
misbehaving nodes are known and no packet will be forwarded
to them.
1) Routing Misbehavior Mitigation: We first evaluate the
case where misbehaving nodes drop all received packets. Fig. 8
shows the comparison results on the Reality trace. Generally
speaking, our scheme performs much better than No-Defense.
For SimBet, where the routing performance is the major concern, our scheme is close to the optimal in terms of packet delivery ratio; for Delegation, where the reduction of wasted transmission is the major concern, our scheme is close to the optimal
in terms of wasted transmissions.
When SimBet is used as the routing algorithm, as shown
in Fig. 8(a), the packet delivery ratio of all three schemes
decreases as the percentage of misbehaving nodes increases,
because fewer nodes can be used for packet forwarding.
However, our scheme still delivers much more packets than
No-Defense, since it can effectively limit the number of
packets forwarded to misbehaving nodes. For similar reasons,
our scheme has a much lower number of wasted transmissions than No-Defense, as shown in Fig. 8(b). In No-Defense,
the number of wasted transmissions first increases and then
decreases as the percentage of misbehaving nodes increases.
This is because with more misbehaving nodes, more packets
are dropped but the average number of hops traversed by each
dropped packet is smaller. As a result, the maximum is reached
at some middle point.
When Delegation is used as the routing algorithm, again, our
scheme delivers more packets than No-Defense. As shown in
Fig. 8(c), when 30% of nodes are misbehaving, our scheme delivers 46% of packets which is 24% higher than that of No-Defense. No-Defense performs worse due to the following reason.
In Delegation, although replicating a packet to a misbehaving
node does not decrease the probability of other replicas carried by normal nodes to reach the destination, it can reduce the
probability of the packet to be further replicated. As a result,
fewer replicas are created and the overall probability of reaching

Fig. 9. Comparison results when misbehaving nodes are randomly deployed
and they only drop part of the received packets. The Reality trace is used, and
the fraction of misbehaving nodes is fixed at 30%.

the destination is reduced. For the number of wasted transmissions as shown Fig. 8(d), our scheme performs much better than
No-Defense.
Then we evaluate the case where misbehaving nodes only
drop part of the received packets. Fig. 9 shows the comparison results when SimBet is used as the routing algorithm on
the Reality trace. When misbehaving nodes only drop part of
the received packets, optimal does not necessarily perform the
best since some packets can be delivered by misbehaving nodes.
Thus, optimal is not compared here. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the
packet delivery ratio of No-Defense decreases from 59% to 22%
as the percentage of received packets that a misbehaving node
drops increases from 0% to 100%, because more packets are
dropped. The packet delivery ratio of our scheme is much higher
than that of No-Defense. For example, when misbehaving nodes
drop 60% of the received packets, our scheme delivers 50% of
the generated packets, and it outperforms No-Defense by 80%.
This shows that our scheme can still effectively limit the number
of packets forwarded to misbehaving nodes. For the number of
wasted transmissions as shown in Fig. 9(b), our scheme performs much better than No-Defense.
2) Misreporting Detection: In this group of simulations, 10
pairs of misbehaving nodes (i.e., 20 in total) launch forge-transaction independently.
First of all, we verify our analysis results on the detection
probability and detection delay of a single misreporting instance
(i.e.,
and
in Section VI). The synthetic trace is used since
it is accordant to the mobility assumption in Section VI. In each
run, 200 misreporting events are generated and detected independently. As shown in Fig. 10, the detection probability in the
simulations is higher than the analytical lower bound, but the
difference is small which means the analytical result is a good
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Fig. 10. Comparison of analysis and simulation results on the detection probability and detection delay of a single misreporting instance. The synthetic trace
is used. (a) Detection probability. (b) Detection delay.
Fig. 12. Detection delay compared with the packet delivery delay.
TABLE I
AVERAGE COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD PER CONTACT

TABLE II
AVERAGE STORAGE OVERHEAD PER NODE
Fig. 11. Detection rate of our scheme in the Reality trace. (a) Each collusion
.
pair misreports once. (b) Parameter

approximation. The detection delay in the simulations is lower
than the analytical upper bound.3
Then we evaluate the detection rate of our scheme on the Reality trace. As shown in Fig. 11(a), the detection rate increases as
the number of witness nodes for each record summary increases.
When misbehaving nodes are randomly deployed, the detection
rate is close to the analytical result, which implies that the set
of witness nodes randomly selected from a node’s local view
can be roughly seen as a random subset of the global node set.
However, when misbehaving nodes are selectively deployed,
the detection rate is much lower since misbehaving nodes contact normal nodes less frequently and a forged record has less
chances to be disseminated by a normal node. Despite this, our
scheme can still effectively detect the selectively deployed misbehaving nodes when they launch more misreporting instances.
As shown in Fig. 11(b), when each colluding pair misreports
20 times, 96% of them are detected.
Next we evaluate the detection delay of our scheme on the Reality trace. To better evaluate the delay caused by node mobility,
we set
as infinity in this group of simulations. Fig. 12
shows the cdf of detection delay compared with packet delivery
delay when Delegation is used in the Reality trace. It shows that
80% of misreporting instances are detected within 20 days, but
it needs 40 days to deliver 80% of the packets. Thus, the detection delay is much shorter than the packet delivery delay.
3) Cost: The size of record and summary is set as follows:
node ID, sequence number, and timestamp have 4 B each; a hash
has 16 B; a signature has 40 B [30]. In default,
and
days. Delegation is used and all nodes are normal.
3In

the Random Waypoint model,
[26], where
,
is the transmission range of node, is the moving speed of node (we use the
average moving speed 1.3), and is the size of the simulation area.

The communication cost of our scheme is given in Table I.
We can see that the communication overhead increases with the
parameter , but very slowly. This is because only affects
how many times a record summary is transmitted. Since only
one record summary is generated per contact, the transmission
of summaries is only a minor source of communication. In contrast, the major source of communication overhead comes from
the reporting of contact records which includes the vector of
buffered packets. For this reason, when the packet generation
rate increases, the communication overhead increases significantly as shown in Table I. However, the overall communication overhead is still low, e.g., less than 30 KB when each node
generates 10 packets per day.
The storage cost of our scheme is shown in Table II. The
storage overhead increases significantly with the parameter
and
since record summaries are stored at more nodes
and for a longer time. However, the storage overhead only increases slowly with the packet generation rate. This is because
the major source of storage overhead is record summaries which
are stored for a relatively long time, not contact records which
are deleted soon, and the number of generated record summaries
only depends on the number of contacts, not on the traffic load.
Generally, the storage overhead of our scheme is low, less than
200 KB at each node.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a scheme to detect packet dropping in DTNs. The detection scheme works in a distributed way;
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i.e., each node detects packet dropping locally based on the collected information. Moreover, the detection scheme can effectively detect misreporting even when some nodes collude. Analytical results on detection probability and detection delay were
also presented. Based on our packet dropping detection scheme,
we then proposed a scheme to mitigate routing misbehavior in
DTNs. The proposed scheme is very generic and it does not
rely on any specific routing algorithm. Trace-driven simulations
show that our solutions are efficient and can effectively mitigate
routing misbehavior.
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